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Abstract—Recently, much attention has been paid to the green
design of wireless communication systems using energy efficiency
(EE) metrics that should capture all energy consumption sources
to deliver the required data. In this paper, we design an energyefficient relay assisted communication system based on estimated channel state information (CSI). It employs amplify-andforward relaying and switches between different communication
schemes, which are known as direct-transmission, two-hop and
cooperative-transmission schemes, using the estimated CSI in
order to maximize the EE. Two estimation strategies are assumed,
namely disintegrated channel estimation and cascaded channel
estimation. To formulate an accurate EE metric for the proposed
opportunistic amplify-and-forward system, the channel estimation cost is reflected on the EE metric by including its impact
in the signal-to-noise ratio term and in the energy consumption
during the channels estimation phase. Based on the formulated
EE metric, we propose an adaptive power allocation algorithm
to maximize the EE of the proposed opportunistic amplify-andforward system with channel estimation. Furthermore, we study
the impact of the estimation parameters on the proposed system
via simulation examples.
Index Terms—Energy efficiency, cooperative communications,
amplify-and-forward, estimated CSI, power allocation, opportunistic relaying.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The rapid advances in wireless communications technology
increase the widespread of wireless services and applications
in the daily life. To further enhance the network capacity
and obtain ubiquitous service, most of the research efforts
focus on improving spectral efficiency and expanding the
service coverage. Recently, the energy demand has increased
significantly, which leads to a dramatic increase of the information and communication technology CO2 footprint in
the environment, comparable to that of the global aviation
industry [1]. Furthermore, the wireless devices lifetime has to
be prolonged to meet the increased communication networks
data traffic requirements. These serious challenges motivate
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engineers to steer the attention towards the energy-aware
design, which becomes a global design goal in both academic
and industrial communities [2], [3]. For this purpose, the
energy efficiency (EE) metric is adopted to capture all energy
consumption sources used in the communication scenario to
deliver the required data successfully [4].
Cooperative communications represent a powerful technology that provides reliable transmission by increasing the
throughput, expanding the coverage and mitigating the fading without the need of multiple antennas [5]. Cooperative
schemes create a virtual distributed antenna system using other
available nodes in the network, i.e., the relays. Therefore,
single-antenna communication nodes with limited-power capability can achieve long-distance reliable communications
by using cooperative schemes with a reduced cost. As a
result, cooperative communications are expected to participate
effectively towards green communications [6].
Recently, the EE of cooperative communications has been
investigated and a general framework for the energy-efficient
relaying techniques is discussed in [6]. The energy-efficient
resource allocation problem is investigated for the decode-andforward (DF) and for the amplify-and-forward (AF) [7]–[14].
Analyzing and designing communication system with imperfect channel state information (CSI) received a lot of
attention recently [15], [16]. The energy aware design for
the AF relay mode is employed considering only perfect
channel state information (CSI) in [7]–[11]. In [7], Waqar et al.
investigated the problem of multihop AF relaying without the
availability of direct link and allocate the available resources
to maximize the EE for a fixed bit error rate. In [8], Huang et
al. studied the EE and spectral efficiency trade-off for single
relay cooperative scheme by optimizing the EE and imposing
constraints on spectral efficiency and transmitted power. In
[9], Sun et al. considered an EE-oriented design of the two
source communication problem via a single relay. In [10],
Cheung et al. solved the EE-based resource allocation problem
of cellular downlink system with fixed relaying nodes. On the
other hand, Loodaricheh et al. let the users play the relaying
role in the same scenario and allocate the available resources
to maximize the EE while guaranteeing minimum quality of
service requirements [11].
The channel estimation impact on cooperative communications has been investigated for single and multiple relays
with one and two-ways communications [17], [18]. Designing energy-efficient AF relaying systems based on imperfect
or limited channel state information (CSI) is a challenging
and interesting problem [12]–[14]. In [12], Zappone et al.
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explored the power allocation problem of two-hop multipleinput multiple-output AF cooperative system using statistical
CSI. The same authors extended the problem to include the
direct link and computed the source and relay power allocation
in addition to the optimal conditions of beamforming that
maximize the EE in [13]. In [14], Le et al. assumed a twohop AF relaying for the downlink multiuser communications,
which uses one bit feedback. The authors considered a fixed
data rate for multiple users, where the suggested centralized
and distributed strategies notify the base station if the received
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is below a certain threshold.
The aforementioned works in [12]–[14] designed the
energy-efficient cooperative AF systems based on perfect
instantaneous knowledge of CSI, or average CSI. In this paper,
we design a relay-assisted system that uses estimated CSI and
maximizes the EE. The main contributions of this paper can
be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

Based on estimated CSI, we first propose an opportunistic
AF (OAF) system that switches between direct transmission (DT), two-hop (TH) and cooperative transmission
(CT) schemes to achieve maximum EE.
We formulate the EE metric to capture the channel estimation cost based on two channel estimation strategies,
namely disintegrated channel estimation (DCE) and cascaded channel estimation (CCE). The channel estimation
cost is reflected on the SNR reduction that results from
the estimation process and the consumed energy in the
channels estimation phase.
We propose an adaptive OAF (AOAF) system that allocates the power to the source and relay to maximize the
EE of the OAF system. Towards this end, we introduce
three power allocation algorithms to compute the power
for both source and relay nodes for different transmission
schemes and the proposed algorithm chooses the appropriate one based on the maximum achievable EE.
We investigate through simulation results:
– The effectiveness of the power allocation for the
OAF system compared with equal power allocation;
– The importance of including the channel estimation
cost on the EE metric for the AOAF system design;
– The EE benefits of adopting either estimation strategy, i.e., CCE or DCE;
– The dominant scheme of OAF;
– The impact of relay location;
– The impact of channel estimation quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we introduce the system model with the two adopted relayassisted channel estimation strategies, respectively. In Section
III, we formulate the EE of the relay-assisted OAF system with
imperfect CSI. In Section IV, we derive the energy-efficient
power allocation for the proposed system. In Section V, we
present a comprehensive simulation study to illustrate the
performance of the proposed relaying system. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper.
Notation: (.)T , (.)∗ , and |.| denote transpose, conjugate, and
absolute value operations, respectively. E denotes expectation.
Bold upper-case letters denote the matrices and bold lower-

case letters denote the vectors. IN is an identity matrix with
size N .
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a communication system consisting of a source
node (S), a destination node (D), and a half-duplex relay node
(R), that can be used to improve the system performance
though cooperative techniques. The source node sends its
data to the destination node using one of three possible
transmission schemes: 1) direct transmission (DT), 2) twohop (TH) relaying, and 2) cooperative transmission (CT).
The relay node is assumed to work in the AF mode through
two orthogonal transmission phases, called broadcasting and
relaying. In the first phase, S broadcasts its data to be received
by R and possibly by D, and in the second phase, S remains
silent, while R transmits an amplified version of the signal
(after proper normalization) to D. Prior to the two phases of
data transmission, a sequence of pilots, as shown in Fig. 1, is
sent via the communication links to estimate the channels so
that the optimal transmission scheme is chosen and the power
of both S and R can be adapted to maximize the EE. We
assume quasi-static block fading channel, where the channel
is constant over the data and pilot blocks, i.e., both blocks are
assumed to be within the coherence time of the channel. The
energy-efficient scheme is chosen at D and both S and R are
informed via a feedback channel. Then, m data packets are
sent if TH or CT schemes are chosen, while 2m data packets
are sent if DT scheme is chosen.
The communication channels hXY , X, Y ∈ {S, R, D}, are
modelled as complex Gaussian distributed random variables
with zero mean and variance σh2 XY , and its estimate is defined
as ĥXY . The large scale power coefficient that represents the
−2
−ν
path loss is modelled as GXY = (4πd0 /λ) (dXY /d0 )
[19], where dXY is the distance between different nodes,
d0 is the reference distance, λ is the wavelength and ν is
the path loss exponent. For channel estimation, we consider
two strategies: DCE and CCE that use linear minimum mean
square error (LMMSE) estimator [20]. We employ these two
strategies according to the availability of the channel estimator
at R. Based on the estimated CSI, which is assumed to
be available at D [20], the OAF system selects one of the
aforementioned schemes, i.e., DT, TH or CT, according to the
maximum EE. In addition, further EE improvement can be
obtained by optimizing the power of both S and R (in case
of TH or CT) as it will be discussed in the next sections.
A. Disintegrated Channel Estimation
The DCE strategy can be adopted only when the relay
is equipped with a channel estimator. Adopting the DCE
strategy enables the relay to implement instantaneous power
scaling, which leads to a better error probability performance
than the relay that uses average power scaling [20], [21]. As
such, the channel estimation occurs in two phases, broadcast
channel estimation phase and relaying channel estimation
phase. After the first estimation phase, the relay estimates hSR
and the destination estimates hSD assuming known channels
statistical information σh2 SR and σh2 SD , and for a given path
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Fig. 1. Adopted transmission schemes in the OAF system.

loss conditions GSR and GSD . The mean-square-error (MSE)
for ĥSR and ĥSD are expressed as [20], [22],

2
σe,SD

σh2 SR σn2
,
σn2 + N GSR PP,S σh2 SR

(1)

σh2 SD σn2
,
= 2
σn + N GSD PP,S σh2 SD

(2)

where PP,S is the power of the transmitted pilot from the
source, and σn2 is the noise variance, which is computed
from σn2 = N0 Nf B, where N0 is the thermal noise power
spectral density, N f is the receiver noise figure and B is the
transmission bandwidth.
In the relaying estimation phase, the relay sends new N
pilots to the destination to estimate the hRD channel with
MSE [20]
2
σe,RD
=

σh2 RD σn2
,
σn2 + N GRD PP,R σh2 RD

(3)

where PP,R is the power of the transmitted pilot from
the source.
The cooperative channel link, i.e., S → R → D, is
2
estimated to be ĥSR ĥRD with MSE σe,DCE
, which is expressed
based on [20] as
2
2
2
σe,DCE
=σe,SR
σe,RD

N GRD PP,R σh2 RD
N GSR PP,S σh2 SR
1+
+
σn2
σn2

σh2 SR σh2 RD σn2
,
+ N GSRD PP,S PP,R σh2 SR σh2 RD

(5)

GSRD =

GSR GRD
.
GSR PP,S σh2 SR + GRD PP,R σh2 RD + σn2

(6)

III. E NERGY E FFICIENCY OF THE O PPORTUNISTIC
A MPLIFY- AND -F ORWARD S YSTEM

Broadcasting phase

2
σe,SR
=

σn2

where GSRD is defined as

Data Transmission

c) CT-scheme

×

The CCE strategy is suitable for a relay that is not equipped
with channel estimator. Hence, the relay can only use average
power scaling, which results in inferior error probability
performance when compared with the cooperative system
with instantaneous power scaling [20], [21]. This estimation
strategy is implemented also in two phases, broadcast and
relaying phases, but the estimation of the cooperative link is
done at the destination terminal. In the first transmission phase,
the relay receives the pilot(s) signal and normalizes it by the
average received power before amplifying it with power equal
to PP,R . The channel estimation MSE for the S → R → D
link for the CCE strategy is expressed based on [20] as
2
σe,CCE
=

D

3

!
,
(4)

In this section, we formulate the EE metric for the OAF
system by taking into account the channel estimation cost.
This cost appears as a reduction in the SNR that results from
the estimation error and an increase in the energy consumption
as a result of pilot(s) transmission and reception. The proposed
system switches between the three possible schemes: DT, TH
and CT according to the maximum EE. Thus, the EE of the
proposed system is expressed as
ηOAF = max (ηDT , ηTH , ηCT ) ,

(7)

where ηDT , ηTH and ηCT are the EE of the DT, TH, CT
schemes, respectively; these schemes are illustrated in Figure
1. The EE of any scheme is defined as
S
bit/Hz/Joule,
(8)
PT
where S is the spectral efficiency and PT is the total power
consumption of all participated nodes during transmission
and reception of the data and pilots. Before deciding on
the transmission scheme, the CSI of the cooperative links is
estimated by either DCE or CCE strategies, and assumed to be
available at D [20]. Then, the best EE scheme is selected based
on (7) at D. The power consumption cost used for channels
estimation is the same for the three schemes.
η=

A. Direct-Transmission Scheme
When the DT scheme is selected to transmit the data,
R stays silent during the data transmission. The spectral
efficiency1 of the adopted scheme is expressed in terms of the
source power, the estimated CSI, and the MSE of the estimator
as


γSD PS
bit/s/Hz,
(9)
SDT = log2 1 +
εSD PS + 1
1 The SE expressions used in the paper are lower bounds, which are found
to be tight for Gaussian inputs [23], [24].
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where γSD is the channel-to-noise ratio (CNR) defined as
γSD =
defined
parameters that are assumed to be available at D. The channel
estimation footprint appears as a reduction of the signal-tonoise ratio through the εSD term in addition to affecting

where γSRD is the CNR of the cooperative link, i.e., S →
R → D link, and is expressed as

2
2
G G
ĥ | |ĥRD |

 SR RD | σSR
for DCE
4
n
,
(14)
γSRD =
2

GSR GRD |ĥSRD |

for
CCE
σ4

the signal power by ĥSD . For a given channel statistical
characteristics, certain communication range, and estimator
specifications, i.e., number of pilots and its power, εSD is constant for any channel realization, while γSD changes according
to the CSI. The total dissipated power2 when the DT scheme
is selected for transmission is computed from

αSR is the CNR of the S → R link and is expressed as

2

 GSRσ|ĥ2SR |
for DCE
n
αSR =
,
(15)
2

 GSR σhSR for CCE
σ2

2

ĥSD GSD /σn2 , and εSD is the MSE-to-noise ratio
2
as εSD = σe,SD
GSD /σn2 . εSD depends on deterministic

2

PT,DT = κS PS + Pc,DT + PCE,DT ,

(10)

where κS is a power amplifier constant of the source node that
depends on the power amplifier efficiency and peak-to-average
power ratio, PS is the source transmitted power, Pc,DT is the
circuits’ power consumption cost of data transmission, and
PCE,DT is the power consumption for channels estimation.
Pc,DT does not include the power consumption of the relay
because it is turned off during the data transmission and is
expressed as
Pc,DT = Pct,S + Pcr,D ,

(11)

where Pct,S is the circuits’ power consumption used for the
transmission at the source node and Pcr,D is the circuits’ power
consumption used to receive the data at the destination node.
On the other hand, PCE,DT includes the power consumption
of all nodes because all links have to be estimated before
selecting the best scheme, and is determined from
ρDT
×
2
(κS PP,S + κR PP,R + Pct,S + Pcr,R + Pct,R + 2Pcr,D ) ,
(12)

PCE,DT =

where κR is a power amplifier constant of the relay node, ρDT
represents the pilots-to-data symbols ratio in the transmitted
packet for the DT scheme, and Pct,R and Pcr,R are the circuits’
power consumption used for the transmission and reception of
R, respectively.

n

n

αRD is the CNR of the R → D link and is expressed as

2

 GRDσ|ĥ2RD |
for DCE
n
,
(16)
αRD =
2

 GRD σhRD for CCE
2
σn

and εSRD is the estimation MSE-to-noise ratio and is expressed
as

2
G G σe,DCE

 SR RD
for DCE
4
σn
εSRD =
.
(17)
2

 GSR GRD4σe,CCE for CCE
σ
n

εSRD is a deterministic parameter and is assumed to be known
at D. The spectral efficiency of the TH scheme suffers from
a loss factor of “1/2” due to the usage of two time slots to
deliver a symbol. We observe that the unavailability of the
individual link channel estimates in CCE forces us to use the
expected values of the channel gain instead of the actual value
[20], as can be seen in (15) and (16).
The total power consumed during the TH AF communication scheme is computed from
PT,TH =

1
(κS PS + κR PR ) + Pc,TH + PCE ,
2

where PCE is the power consumption due to channel estimation when TH or CT is adopted, and Pc is the power consumed
in all circuits, which can be expressed as
Pc,TH =

B. Two-Hop Scheme
The TH scheme aims to use R to deliver the data through
AF relaying without the help of the direct link; thus, D works
only half of the transmission time and switches off during the
other half. The spectral efficiency of the two-hop AF relaying
system is written in terms of the source and relay power, PS
and PR , respectively, as


γSRD PS PR
1
STH = log2 1 +
2
εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1
bit/s/Hz, (13)
2 Signal processing power is neglected with respect to other power terms
[6], [25].

(18)

1
(Pct,S + Pcr,R + Pct,R + Pcr,D ) .
2

(19)

PCE is expressed as
ρ
×
2
(κS PP,S + κR PP,R + Pct,S + Pcr,R + Pct,R + 2Pcr,D ) ,
(20)

PCE =

where ρ = 2ρDT is the pilots-to-data symbols ratio in the
transmitted packet for both schemes TH and CT. All power
terms in (18), (19) and (20) have the “1/2” factor because the
circuits of S and R work only half of the transmission period
with the exception of D during the estimation phases, where
its received circuits work to receive the pilots from the direct
link in the first phase and from the cooperative link in the
second phase.
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C. Cooperative-Transmission Scheme
In the CT scheme, D works the whole transmission period
and receives the data from S and R during the two transmission phases. The spectral efficiency of the two-hop AF relaying
system is determined from

1
γSD PS
SCT = log2 1 +
2
εSD PS + 1

γSRD PS PR
bit/s/Hz. (21)
+
εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1
Similar to the TH scheme, the CT scheme needs two transmission phases to deliver the data, thus it suffers from a rate
loss by factor of “1/2” as can be seen in (21). The total power
consumed during the CT scheme is given by
PT,CT =

1
(κS PS + κR PR ) + Pc,CT + PCE ,
2

(22)

A. Energy-Aware Power Allocation for Direct-Transmission
Scheme
The power allocation problem of the DT scheme is expressed as


γSD PS
log2 1 + εSD
PS +1
max
ηDT =
PS
κS PS + Pc,DT + PCE,DT
subject to 0 < PS ≤ PS,max ,
(25)
where PS,max is the maximum power budget of S. The
objective function in (25) is a pseudo-concave function in
PS where it is a ratio of a concave3 and a positive linear
functions [26]. One way to solve this problem is to use the
Dinkelbach method [27], which converts the fractional pseudoconcave objective function into a concave function. Hence, we
obtain the following equivalent optimization problem

where Pc,CT is the power consumed in all circuits, which can
be expressed as
Pc,CT =

1
(Pct,S + Pcr,R + Pct,R + 2Pcr,D ) .
2

max
PS

subject to

fDT (PS )
0 < PS ≤ PS,max ,

(26)

(23)

Similar to the TH scheme, the power consumption of the S
and R nodes is factored by “1/2” because the circuits work during one of the two transmission phases, while for the D node,
they work during both transmission phases. We observe from
the EE expression in (8) and related equations that improving
the channel estimation via either increasing the pilots’ power
or the number of pilots can improve significantly the SNR, but
it does not necessarily improve the EE. In addition, we need
to adjust the data power allocated to S and R to maximize
the EE for a required estimation quality. In the following
section, we focus on this problem and propose three algorithms
that maximize the EE for the three transmission schemes and
choose the best scheme that achieves the maximum EE for
both CCE and DCE strategies.
IV. A DAPTIVE P OWER A LLOCATION FOR THE
O PPORTUNISTIC A MPLIFY- AND -F ORWARD S YSTEM

where the objective function fDT (PS ) is defined as


γSD PS
fDT (PS ) = log2 1 +
εSD PS + 1
− qDT (κS PS + Pc,DT + PCE,DT ) ,

(27)

with qDT as a constant that is equal to the maximum EE value
of DT scheme, i.e., qDT = max ηDT . In other words, if PS∗ =
arg max ηDT , then fDT (PS∗ ) = 0 [27]. Define GDT (PS ) as
GDT (PS ) = 1 +

γSD PS
.
εSD PS + 1

(28)

The second derivative of GDT (PS ) is expressed as
∂ 2 GDT
εSD γSD
= −2
3.
∂PS2
(εSD PS + 1)

(29)

2

In this section, we propose the AOAF system that assumes
fixed known channel estimation parameters represented by
the number of pilots, pilot(s) power and pilot(s) density with
respect to the data, and allocates the data power to both S and
R to maximize the EE of OAF. The EE of the AOAF system
is found from
∗
∗
∗
∗
ηOAF
= max (ηDT
, ηTH
, ηCT
),

5

(24)

∗
∗
∗
where ηDT
, ηTH
and ηCT
are the maximized EE of the DT,
TH, and CT schemes, respectively. The node D performs
the selection process based on the estimated CSI of the
communication links assuming the availability of other fixed
system parameters. Then, D acknowledges both S and R with
the selected scheme along with the transmission power using a
feedback channel. The power allocation of the maximized EE
systems is computed as described in the following subsections.

GDT
Since ∂∂P
< 0, then GDT is concave in PS . By following the
2
S
operations that preserve convexity/concavity [28], we can find
that the logarithmic term in (27) is also a concave function,
and thus fDT (PS ) is shown to be concave.
By differentiating fDT (PS ) with respect to PS , we obtain


1 2εSD + γSD
×
PS =
2 εSD + γSD
"s
#


εSD + γSD
γSD
1+4
− 1 − 1 . (30)
2
qDT κS log 2
(2εSD + γSD )

The source power allocation solution, PS∗ , can be computed
from (30) based on the value of qDT , which can be computed
iteratively based on the Dinkelback method [27], as shown in
Algorithm I.
3 The

proof is provided in the following discussion.
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Algorithm I
1: Input initial value for PS , the maximum relative error in
computing the power (max ) and the maximum allowable
value of fDT (PS∗ ) as fDT,max .
2: Set fDT (PS ) = ∞.
3: while fDT (PS ) > fDT,max do
4:
Update qDT = ηDT (PS ).
5:
Update PS using q in (30).
6:
Update fDT (PS ) using qDT and PS in (27).
7: end while
8: Compute PS∗ = min(PS , PS,max ).
9: Output PS∗ .

fTH (PS , PR ) is concave in PS . Then, if we assume fixed PS ,
we find that

B. Energy-Aware Power Allocation for Two-Hop Scheme

Algorithm II

The energy-efficient power allocation for TH scheme is
formulated as

max

ηTH =


log2 1 +

γSRD PS PR
εSRD PS PR +αSR PS +αRD PR +1



(κS PS + κR PR ) + 2Pc,TH + 2PCE
subject to 0 < PS ≤ PS,max
PS ,PR

2γSRD (αSR PS + 1) (εSRD PS + αRD ) PS
∂ 2 GTH
=−
3 ≤ 0,
∂PR2
(εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1)
(36)
that leads to concave characteristics of GTH in PR ; accordingly, fTH (PS , PR ) is concave in PR .
By differentiating fTH (PS , PR ) with respect to PS we
obtain (37). Similarly, by differentiating fTH (PS , PR ) with
respect to PR we obtain (38).
Based on (37) and (38), we develop Algorithm II that uses
the Dinklebach method and calculates iteratively the energyefficient power allocation solution for the TH scheme.

1:

2:
3:
4:

(31)

5:

where PR,max is the maximum power budget of R. Similar to
the DT scheme, we use the Dinkelbach method [27] to convert
the optimization problem in (31) to the following equivalent
optimization problem

6:
7:

0 < PR ≤ PR,max ,

max

PS ,PR

subject to

8:
9:
10:

(0)

fTH (PS , PR )


i = max 

0 < PS ≤ PS,max
0 < PR ≤ PR,max ,

(0)

Input initial values PS , PR , the maximum relative
error in computing the power (max ) and the maximum
allowable value of fTH (PS∗ , PR ∗ ) as fTH,max .
Set fTH (PS , PR ) = ∞.
while fTH (PS , PR ) > fTH,max do
Compute qTH from (8) based on (13) and (18) using
(i)
(i)
PS and PR .
Set the iteration index i = 0 and the power relative
error i = ∞.
while i > max do
(i+1)
(i)
Compute PS
from (37), using PR .
(i+1)
(i)
Compute PR
from (38), using PS .
i ← i + 1.
Compute
(i+1)

PS

(32)

(i+1)

(i)

− PS

(i+1)

PS

,

PR

(i+1)

PR

(i)

− PR


.

11:
end while
(i)
12:
Compute PS = min(PS , PS,max ).
where fTH (PS , PR ) is defined as
(i)

 13:
Compute PR = min(PR , PR,max ).
γSRD PS PR
14:
Update fTH (PS , PR ) from (33).
fTH (PS , PR ) = log 1 +
εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1 15: end while


∗
∗
1
×
− qTH (κS PS + κR PR + Pc ) ,
(33) 16: Output PS and PR .
log 2

and qTH is a constant that equals the maximum EE value
of the TH scheme, i.e., qTH = max ηTH . In other words,
if (PS∗ , PR∗ ) = arg max ηTH , then fTH (PS∗ , PR ∗ ) = 0 [27].
The other parameters in (33) depends on the statistical characteristic of the channels and the estimation quality, which are
assumed to be known. Define the argument of the logarithmic
term in (33) as
γSRD PS PR
.
GTH (PS , PR ) = 1 +
εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1
(34)
For a given value of PR , we find that
2γSRD (αRD PR + 1) (εSRD PR + αSR ) PR
∂ 2 GTH
=−
≤ 0,
3
∂PS2
(εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1)
(35)
which proves that GTH is concave in PS . As a result, the
logarithmic term in (33) is also a concave function in PS , and

C. Energy-Aware Power Allocation for Cooperative Transmission Scheme
The power allocation problem of the CT scheme is formulated as

max ηCT =

PS ,PR

subject to


log2 1 +

γSD PS
εSD PS +1

+

γSRD PS PR
εSRD PS PR +αSR PS +αRD PR +1

κS PS + κR PR + 2Pc,CT + 2PCE
0 < PS ≤ PS,max

0 < PR ≤ PR,max .

(39)

Similar to the DT and CT schemes, the optimization problem of the CT scheme in (39) is converted to the following equivalent optimization problem using the Dinkelbach
method [27]
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PS =

(αRD PR + 1) (((2εSRD + γSRD ) PR + 2αSR ))
×
2 (εSRD PR + αSR ) ((εSRD + γSRD ) PR + αSR )
s
!


(εSRD PR + αSR ) ((εSRD + γSRD ) PR + αSR )
γSRD PR
1+4
− αRD PR − 1 − 1
2
qTH κS log 2
(αRD PR + 1) ((2εSRD + γSRD ) PR + 2αSR )

PR =

(αSR PS + 1) ((2εSRD + γSRD ) PS + 2αRD )
×
2 (εSRD PS + αRD ) ((εSRD + γSRD ) PS + αRD )
s
!


(εSRD PS + αRD ) ((εSRD + γSRD ) PS + αRD )
γSRD PS
1+4
− αSR PS − 1 − 1
2
qTH κR log 2
(αSR PS + 1) ((2εSRD + γSRD ) PS + 2αRD )

max

PS ,PR

subject to

0 < PS ≤ PS,max
(40)

where fCT (PS , PR ) is defined as
fCT =



(38)

Algorithm III
1:



γSD PS
εSD PS + 1

γSRD PS PR
+
εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1
− qCT (κS PS + κR PR + 2Pc,CT + 2PCE )
(41)
1
log 2

(37)

hand size and an increasing function on its right hand side.
Based on (42) and (43), we develop Algorithm III that uses
the Dinklebach method and calculates iteratively the energyefficient power allocation solution.

fCT (PS , PR )
0 < PR ≤ PR,max ,



7

log 1 +

and qCT is a constant that is equal to the maximum EE value
of the CT scheme, i.e., qCT = max ηCT . In other words, if
(PS∗ , PR∗ ) = arg max ηCT , then fCT (PS∗ , PR ∗ ) = 0 [27]. Let
GCT denote the argument of the logarithmic term, which can
be written as GCT = GDT + GTH . Thus, the objective function
fCT (PS , PR ) is a concave function in PS for a fixed PR and
is also concave in PR for a fixed PS [28]. First we assume
fixed PR , then differentiate fCT with respect to PS and equate
the derivative to zero and obtain
γSD
(αRD PR + 1) γSRD PR
2 +
2 =
(εSD PS + 1)
(εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1)

γSD PS
qCT κS (log 2) 1 +
εSD PS + 1

γSRD PS PR
+
. (42)
εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1
Equation (42) gives a unique solution of PS since it is the
intersection of a decreasing function on its left hand side and
an increasing function on its right hand side. Then, we assume
fixed PS , differentiate fCT with respect to PR , equate the result
to zero, and obtain
(αSR PS + 1) γSRD PS
2 = (log 2) qCT κR ×
(εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1)


γSD PS
γSRD PS PR
1+
+
.
εSD PS + 1 εSRD PS PR + αSR PS + αRD PR + 1
(43)
We obtain also a unique solution of PR from (43) because it
represents the intersection of a decreasing function on its left

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

(0)


i = max 
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

(0)

Input initial values PS , PR , the maximum relative
error in computing the power (max ) and the maximum
allowable value of fCT (PS∗ , PR∗ ), denoted as fCT,max .
Set fCT = ∞.
while fCT (PS , PR ) > fCT,max do
(i)
(i)
Compute qCT from (8) using (21), (22), PS and PR .
Set the iteration index i = 0 and the power relative
error i = ∞.
while i > max do
(i+1)
(i)
Compute PS
from (42), using PR .
(i+1)
(i)
Compute PR
from (43), using PS .
i ← i + 1.
Compute
(i+1)

PS

(i+1)

PS

(i)

− PS

(i+1)

,

PR

(i+1)

PR

(i)

− PR


.

end while
(i)
Compute PS = min(PS , PS,max ).
(i)
Compute PR = min(PR , PR,max ).
Update fCT (PS , PR ) using PS and PR in (41).
end while
Output PS∗ and PR∗ .

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we provide a numerical evaluation of the proposed energy-efficient OAF cooperative system using the two
estimation strategies, i.e., CCE and DCE. The circuits power
consumption parameters are considered from [29] and listed
with other simulation parameters in Table I. The simulation
examples use these parameters, unless otherwise specified.
A. Performance Evaluation of the Adaptive Opportunistic
Amplify-and-Forward System
First, we aim to examine the effectiveness of the proposed
AOAF system for both strategies versus the distance between
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TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS .
κS = κR = 2.88
PR,max = 120 mW
dSD = 200 m
dSR = 0.5dSD m
Nf = 7 dB
N0 = −171 dBm/Hz

ν = 3.5
λ = 0.12 m
B = 10 kHz
d0 = 1 m
N =1
ρ = N/(20 − N )

2

EE (bit/Hz/Joule)

10

∗
ηOAF
ηOAF
∗
ηOAF
ηOAF

ηOAF (DCE)
∗
ηOAF
(DCE)
ηOAF (CCE)
∗
ηOAF
(CCE)

14

13

EE bit/Hz/Joule

Pct,S = Pct,R = 112 mW
PS,max = 120 mW
Pcr,R = Pcr,D = 98 mW
dRD = 0.5dSD m
2
2
σh
= σh
=1
RD
SR
PP,S = PP,R = 120 mW

15

12

11

10

DCE
DCE
CCE
CCE

9

1

10

8

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Relative relay location to the destination
∗
Fig. 3. EE versus the relative R location with respect to D for AOAF (ηOAF
)
and OAF (ηOAF ) with maximum power usage are both S and R assuming
both CCE and DCE strategies.

0

10

−1

10

0

100

200

300

dSD (m)

400

500

Fig. 2. EE versus the distance between S and D for OAF with maximum
power and optimized OAF systems assuming both CCE and DCE strategies.

S and D, and the relative relay location through the following
three simulation examples.
Simulation Example 1: First, we compare the performance
of the proposed energy-efficient OAF with and without power
allocation for different estimation strategies. For this purpose,
we plot the EE of the aforementioned systems versus the
distance between S and D, in Fig. 2, where the OAF is
assumed to use maximum power budget. First, we observe
that the AOAF system with either CCE or DCE strategies
give notable improvement over OAF systems for short-ranges
communication. For long-ranges communication, the path loss
attenuation increases significantly and the optimized systems
tend to use more power for transmission, which tends to reach
the maximum power, to guarantee reliable communication.
As a result, EE is expected to reduce and AOAF and OAF
system have similar performance. On the other hand, less
power can be used when the channel becomes reliable at
short ranges; thus, the gap between the maximum power
OAF and optimized OAF systems increases as the distance
decreases. Both estimation strategies achieve almost the same
performance because they have the same estimation quality
[20].
Simulation Example 2: The second simulation example
compares the effectiveness of the EE performance of the
proposed AOAF and the OAF that uses fixed maximum power
versus the relative relay location to the destination. Different
estimation strategies are observed to have nearly the same performance for AOAF and OAF, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.
We observe that the maximum EE performance for both OAF

and AOAF is achieved in the middle relay location between S
and D, which achieves also the best relative improvement of
OAF system. Specifically, when the relay is located near one
of the nodes, AOAF achieves 4 bit/Hz/Joule improvement over
the OAF system. The relative improvement increases reaching
a maximum improvement of 4.25 bit/Hz/Joule in the middle
distance between S and D. The observed symmetric behavior
is due to the symmetric parameters of both S ans R, where
asymmetric parameters lead to different performance, as will
be seen in the simulation example 6.
Simulation Example 3: This simulation studies the importance of the channel estimation parameters in formulating the
EE metric. Towards this purpose, we compare our proposed
AOAF system with the AOAF that allocates the power while
neglecting the channel estimation impact on the EE metric.
We call the later system ”based on perfect CSI design” in
Fig. 4, and consider the estimated CSI while imposing a zero
value to both the estimation error variances and the consumed
power during the estimation phase. From Fig. 4, we observe
that taking into account the channel estimation cost is very
important for medium and short-ranges communication when
the CCE strategy is adopted, while it needs to be considered
when the DCE strategy is used. It is worthy mentioning that the
DCE strategy is desirable, as it achieves better error probability
performance than CCE [20].
B. Contribution of Different Schemes on the Adaptive Opportunistic Amplify-and-Forward System
Simulation Example 4: In this simulation example, we
investigate the maximized EE performance of the DT, TH, and
CT schemes when compared to the AOAF system. We assume
the usage of the DCE strategy; similar results are obtained
using the CCE strategy but not included to avoid redundancy
and due to space limitations. Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship
between the EE for each scheme in addition to the AOAF
system versus the distance between S and D. We observe
that DT achieves better EE performance than TH and CT for
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Fig. 4. EE versus the distance between S and D for AOAF (ηOAF
) based
on the proposed impact of estimated CSI and neglecting the impact of CSI
estimation.
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Fig. 6. Usage ratio of different schemes, DT, TH, and CT, versus the distance
between S and D assuming the DCE strategy with Pcr,D = 98 mW.
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Fig. 5. EE versus the distance between S and D for AOAF and different
transmission schemes, DT, TH and CT, assuming DCE strategy.

short-range communications. In this scenario, the direct link
channel between S and D is relatively reliable and the required
data can be delivered through the direct link without rate loss
as in CT and TH in addition to saving the energy consumed
by the R node and the circuits energy consumption used for
reception in the relaying phase at D. As the communication
range increases, the direct link channel becomes unreliable, as
it is subject to notable path loss, which can reduce significantly
the SNR and the achievable rate. On the other hand, both the
TH and CT schemes get the benefit of the cooperative link
and achieve better EE performance when compared with DT
scheme at medium and long-range communication.
To investigate the participation ratio for each scheme in the
AOAF system, we plot the usage ratio versus the distance
between S and D in Fig. 6. As expected from the results
discussed in Fig. 5, the DT scheme is mostly chosen for shortrange communications, while for long-range communications,
DT become unfavorable, and either TH or CT is chosen in-

50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

dSD (m)
Fig. 7. Usage ratio of different schemes, DT, TH, and CT, versus the distance
between S and D assuming the DCE strategy with Pcr,D = 9.8 mW.

stead. Although the average EE performance of the optimized
TH and CT schemes is almost the same as can be observed
in Fig. 5, choosing the best scheme depends significantly
on the reception circuits power consumption of D, Pcr,D ,
whose value in CT is doubled when compared with the TH
scheme. To clarify this point, we assume another scenario
where Pcr,D is assumed to have a lower value which equals
9.8 mW. In this second scenario, the EE of CT improves and
CT is mostly chosen versus TH for medium and long-range
communications, as can be seen in Fig. 7.
C. Impact of System Parameters on the Adaptive Opportunistic Amplify-and-Forward System
Simulation Example 5: In this example, we study the
effect of the number of pilots (N ) and their power on the
maximized EE performance of the OAF cooperative systems.
In the following simulations we assume symmetrical equal
pilots power at both S and R and that the pilots power
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Fig. 8. EE versus the power of pilots assuming different number of pilots
for both the CCE and DCE strategies.

Fig. 9. EE versus the relative relay location with respect to the S −D distance
for both the CCE and DCE strategies.

changes from 1 mW to its maximum budget value of 120 mW.
Increasing the number of pilots and/or their power is expected
to improve the estimation quality for both techniques [20]. In
the following, we investigate whether the same performance
trend is followed with EE. Fig. 8 shows the EE of AOAF
for both the CCE and DCE strategies versus the pilots power
assuming different number of pilots N = 1, 3, and 5. For
the single pilot scenario, i.e., N = 1, we observe that the
EE performance improves with the increase of pilots’ power,
while this trend changes when the number of pilots increases
to 3 and 5. Specifically, maximum power-optimized EE can
be achieved at PP,S = PP,R = 80 mW for N = 3, and
PP,S = PP,R = 50 mW for N = 5. These results indicate
that there is also an optimal power value for the single pilot
case, but it is expected to be more than the available budget.
The existence of the optimal pilot power for maximum EE
means that this power value gives a good channel estimate and
the MSE can be considered acceptable in this communication
scenario.
Simulation Example 6: Through this example, we aim to
study the effect of the relay location on the maximized OAF
performance. Fig. 9 plots the EE versus the relative relay
location with respect to the destination for three cases that
correspond to different maximum power budgets at both S
and R. Case 1 represents the assumption of symmetrical
coefficients, i.e., equal systems parameters at both S and R
as listed in Table I with PS,max = PR,max = 120 mW,
while Case 2 is for reduced S power budget with PS,max =
12 mW, and Case 3 is for reduced R power budget with
PR,max = 12 mW. We observe that in Case 1, the system
parameters listed in Table I are symmetric; thus, the EE
performance is symmetric versus relay location with maximum
performance at the middle location between S and R. As the
system parameters become asymmetrical, the EE performance
becomes also asymmetrical. The optimal R location is near S
when the S power budget is less than the R, while it is near
D when the R power budget is less than for S. It is worth
noting that the maximum EE performance of Case 2, i.e., with

reduced source power budget, is less than its counterpart in
Cases 1 and 3. The source power plays an important role in
OAF, where it affects mainly the DT scheme; thus the AOAF
is expected to have relative degradation when compared with
other cases. Both estimation strategies, CCE and DCE, achieve
nearly the same EE performance with slight advantages to the
CCE strategy.
We observe from the simulation results that the CCE and
DCE strategies achieve almost the same performance because
both strategies have nearly the same estimation error [20], the
power consumption of the estimation phase is also the same
and the difference in the SNR becomes negligible due to the
logarithmic function that exists in the numerator of the EE
metric.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, an energy-efficient opportunistic cooperative
system is considered to switch between DT, TH, CT schemes
in order to achieve maximum EE transmission assuming AF
relaying technique and estimated CSI. Two channel estimation
strategies are adopted, namely CCE and DCE, depending on
the availability of the channel estimator at the relay node.
An accurate EE metric is formulated considering the channel
estimation cost in both reducing the SNR and increasing the
power consumption due to the insertion of pilots in the transmission packets. An adaptive energy-aware power allocation
algorithm is then proposed to maximize the EE metric of the
proposed opportunistic cooperative system for both estimation strategies. The proposed OAF system achieves notable
energy saving especially for short-range communications. For
adaptive power allocation systems, the DT scheme achieves
good performance for short-range communications, while both
TH and CT achieve better performance than the DT scheme
for medium and long-range communications. Improving the
channel estimation does not always provide an energy-efficient
solution. There exists a certain estimation quality that achieves
the maximum EE, where any further improvement in it by
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either increasing number of pilots or their power reduces
the available energy budget that should be used for data
transmission. Symmetrical source and relay parameters lead
to the best relay location in the middle between source and
destination, while asymmetrical parameters yield a deviation
of the best relay location towards either the source or the
destination side. The maximum achievable EE of the AOAF
is controlled mainly by the source parameters.
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